Leader Guide
This guide is designed as a resource for small group leaders. It
accompanies Group Module 12 of the eLearning Series,
Your Extraordinary Workplace.
Prepared for you by:
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Section 1: Before You Begin
☐ COMPLETE all of your individual training sessions and homework.

My Notes

☐ NAVIGATE through your entire group module at least one time. Ensure
you have the required technology in working order.

**If timing becomes an
issue, identify (in advance)
just a few priority questions.
That way you can skip
others to make up time.

☐ DESIGNATE a time at top of sections.
☐ FOLLOW all instructions in each section and in the order given.**
☐ NOTE any ideas or examples you think of as you prepare for this session.
Make sure you model ending with your fully completed action plan.
☐ GATHER all supplies you need. If there is not a white board in the room,
consider taping paper on the wall to record notes of any discussion.
NOTE: This technique (using paper to record notes) is a visual way of
recording discussion ideas and being able to redisplay those ideas in
another location or at a future meeting.
☐ SEND a confirmation email a week prior to the group session to remind
all participants
of support
the upcoming
EMAIL
SAMPLE: To
you in session.
preparing your team for its upcoming
training program. You are the primary model for the commitment and
enthusiasm you are creating for this work.
Hi everyone!
I’m looking forward to seeing you all on (Day, Date) for the next LifeWork
Systems session. Please be on time and ready to roll at (Time) because we
have a lot of ground to cover.
Don’t forget to:
•

1.
¨

Bring your binder! You should have the materials from your most
recent individual training sessions with you and all assignments
completed. We’re going to continue the conversation since there’s so
much to review and make relevant so we can determine how we will
turn this information into resources going forward.
Review your two individual modules and complete your postsurvey. Your feedback and “ah-has” are valuable to mentors who
guide me and to me as your group leader! Plus, if you’ve already
been thinking about this stuff, you’re ahead of the game!

Let me know if you need anything from me in order to be well prepared to
participate in our group session.
See you soon!
(Your name)
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Section 2: Getting Started

(To be completed before starting module)

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Set the stage for the participants. Ensure they understand what they are about to do and why.
Key Points

• Purpose and values help create our reality and are results of AI questions
• Considering best outcomes from this session would be ideal and AI
• You can build upon past successes to turn a new concept/tool into a habit

My Notes
**Recognition is appreciating gifts
and differences.

Suggested Questions
Why does purpose bring about positives?
What’s a best outcome from your purpose?
One of the 8 Values of Trust is Recognition**
How does AI fit with Recognition?
How will you feel and what is your result if you
do all work from self-directed choice?

Actions
☐ POST your company’s purpose and core values.
☐ REINFORCE your company’s purpose and values. Encourage each
participant to participate in a brief review of Suggested Questions.
☐ ASK participants to express what they hope to gain by the end of the
session. Share an example of your own.
☐ SHOW the Introduction and What Will We Review slides. In these,
Judy reviews what participants will be doing and learning during this
group session.
¨ FOCUS: How to use communication to build trust and teamwork.
¨ TIP: Demonstrate full commitment to all you do. Your intention and

modeling matter the most!
☐ READ Key Points to end this section.
TIPS FOR AN EFFECTIVE SESSION SHARE THE FIRST 4 OF THESE WITH THE TEAM.
1. I encourage you to speak in first person (use “I”). When you don’t, I’ll say “first person” so you do.
2. I want you each to “stay in your own yard,” sharing your experiences, opinions, ideas, and feelings.
3. I encourage you to participate and take initiative in doing so.
4. Keep your answers brief. If you see me doing “time out” gesture, refocus and be concise.
-

Practice with another person before attempting to lead the group in exercises or demonstrations.

-

Start on time with those who arrive in a timely manner to establish an expectation. Ask for timeliness.

-

Watch the clock or have a designated timekeeper track progress.

-

Allow group members to do as much of the talking as possible. Instead of telling them, ask questions
to help them arrive at key points themselves. Let them know they are all leading with you.
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Section 3: Appreciative Inquiry Process and Terms

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Create understanding about the process steps and the name and descriptions of all related activities.
Key Points
•
•
•
•

My Notes

You know many elements of AI from your work on your personal blueprint
Large-scale military branches use this AI change management process
Taking time for each step in the 4-D process allows you to ensure success
You are forming a habit of building on strengths and accomplishments

Suggested Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How can this AI process help you?
What do you think about this process?
What do you feel about this process?
What are benefits of this approach?
Have you used this successfully?

Actions
☐ SHOW Appreciative Inquiry Process & Terms slide 1
☐ REVIEW the first two steps of the 4-D process
☐ REINFORCE asking various participants to take turns reading
definitions for each term (in orange) in their workbooks on page 5
☐ SHOW AI Process & Terms slide 2
☐ REVIEW the last 2 steps of the 4-D process
☐ REINFORCE asking various participants to
take turns reading definitions for each
term (in orange) in their workbooks on
page 5
☐ ASK participants the Suggested Questions
☐ READ all Key Points to end this section
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Section 4: Interview Protocol(s) and the Core Group

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Participants review core group selection and why and how to design a specific, custom AI interview.
Key Points
•
•
•
•
•

My Notes

Every Stakeholder group should be represented in the Core Group
Core Group encourages ALL ideas be considered for protocols and dreams
Core Group asks questions to draw out themes of greatest joy
The more Stakeholders (e.g. everyone), the better the buy in and success
Adequately focusing on strengths may seem slow; it speeds things up

Suggested Questions
1. Why are questions on this slide the first
in creating an interview protocol?
2. Why are your specific answers crucial?
3. Does this shared conversation feel
productive? Why? Why not?

Actions
☐ READ all Key Points to start this section
☐ SHOW Interview Questions slide
☐ GUIDE all participants to share answers on page 3 in their
workbooks
☐ ASK participants the Suggested Questions to complete this session
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Section 5: Engaging All Stakeholders

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Participants practice inclusion, teamwork, and supporting one another when leading or following.
Key Points

• Well-intended people caution us “be realistic” but success breeds success
• Americans tend to reward independence and self-reliance but AI shows a
more pleasant, efficient or effective way to accomplish positive change
• Engaging all stakeholders is similar to helping everyone “to be wildly
successful” on a team

My Notes

Suggested Questions
1. Do you believe there is power in numbers?
Why or why not?
2. What is the danger of holding back your
unique ideas and desires?
3. Do you see value of barn-raising vs. hotshot-ing it alone?

Actions
☐ SHOW the Think About It slide
☐ GUIDE all to share answers on page 4 of their workbooks. Divide
the group by 3. Have one third (whatever that number), answer
question 1, a second third answer 2, and the 3rd third group
answer # 3.
☐ ASK participants the Suggested Questions
☐ READ all Key Points to complete this section
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Section 6: The Personal Side of Appreciative Inquiry

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Participants review the value and improved health in applying AI at work and at home.
Key Points
• Sharing positive stories rewires the brain and improves life in a helpful way
• Focusing on support you have received, joy you have experienced, and
successes, all open you to greater optimism and courage to risk and create
• Making AI a part of life in small ways (simple problem solving or questions)
and large ways (blueprints) consistently improves your life and outcomes

My Notes

Suggested Questions
1. Do your positive feelings matter?
2. What are common barriers to
considering what you feel and want?
3. How might you overcome those barriers?
4. Why is it particularly helpful for you to
review your part in various successes?

Actions
☐ SHOW Make it Personal slide 1
☐ ASK each to share what they wrote
on page 6 of their workbooks.
☐ SHOW the Make it Personal – Dream
Big slide (2)
☐ ASK each to share what they wrote
on pages 7-8 of their workbooks.
Either do this as partners or have one person run through it all
Watch for their appreciative vs. negative answers
☐ ASK Suggested Questions above
¨ TIP: In the interest of time (and depending on the size of the group,

you may want people to partner up first and then a general sharing
at the end of this section, before you…

☐ READ Key Points to end this session
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Section 7: Barriers to AI & Delivering Change

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Participants consider the importance of changing to a positive approach all the way to action.
Key Points
•
•
•
•

We tend to focus on the negative because we believe it better protects us
When we stop and consider, we have successes building on strengths
We like to share success stories but have been told we are prideful if we do
Being appreciative and focusing on what works is more vulnerable

My Notes

Suggested Questions

Defer to questions referenced on the pages
listed in Actions below.

Actions:
☐ SHOW the Cooperrider slide shown above
☐ ASK them to share their answers to the
questions on page 9 in their workbooks
☐ SHOW the Delivery of Change slide shown
here à
☐ ASK them to share answers on pages 10-11
in their workbooks
☐ READ all Key Points to complete this section
¨ TIP: This section should not take too long to complete.
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Section 8: Delivery: Commitment, Offer, Request

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Participants demonstrate how to share a commitment, offer or request on an organizational dream.
Key Points
•
•
•
•

My Notes

It’s important to take a role giving and receiving, leading and/or following
Dreaming and designing without taking an action becomes discouraging
Intentions equal results; revisit dreaming and designing if actions stall
The more participation, the greater the exponential growth and impacts

Suggested Questions

1. When have you done something like barnraising? What was the experience like?*
2. What is exponential growth?**

*Bring example, such as
throwing a team shower,
making a Thanksgiving meal
together, creating a fund-raiser,
or putting on a play or party,
etc.
1. **Exponential growth = growth
whose rate becomes ever more
rapid in proportion to the
growing total number or size.

Actions
☐ SHOW the Commitment, Offer or Request slide shown above
☐ ASK them to share their answers to the questions on page 12 in
their workbooks
☐ ASK all Suggested Questions
☐ READ all Key Points to complete this section
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Section 9: Wrap – Up (It Just Got Real)

TIME: ______ min

GOAL: Participants leave the program with concrete plans for which to take action on within 24 hours.
Key Points
• People do not sustain real or lasting change without discussing what is
newly learned and committing to take next steps individually and as a
group within 24 hours
• Speaking and listening mindfully, making accountable requests and
agreements, working through frustrations, addressing issues rather than
avoiding them, and consciously encouraging one another, all directly builds
successes of every kind
• As a leader, it is crucial you help staff identify and adopt concrete ways to
keep this information and the tools herein alive and viable

My Notes

Suggested Questions

1. What will you do?
2. Would an accountability buddy help you?

Actions
☐ ASK participants to record/share
ahas on their Action Planning sheet.
☐ ASK participants to identify a next
step or action regarding this tool.
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IT JUST GOT REAL!
Name ____________________________________________

Date _____________________

A-Ha Idea

1

Next Step

an accountability/support

A-Ha Idea

2

Next Step

Resources (e.g. Include an accountability/support partner)
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